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COVID-19 has infected millions of people all over the world, challenging public health systems and negatively impacting economic growth. The global health crisis and economic recession will have long-term socio-economic consequences around the world.

We need to learn from this pandemic, to better understand the root causes of zoonotic diseases, prevent future outbreaks and support a green recovery to “build back better”. Given the scale of direct and indirect costs caused by such emerging zoonotic diseases, both health, safety and sustainable development solutions are needed.

The SARS-COV-2 pandemic has once again highlighted our close relationship with nature, as well as issues related to the use of wildlife for food. Wild meat is an important and traditional source of protein, fat and micronutrients for millions of Indigenous Peoples and rural communities, particularly in tropical and subtropical regions. However, around 70 percent of emerging infectious diseases and almost all recent epidemics originate from animals, in particular wildlife. Furthermore, the trade in wildlife, especially in large urban areas, is increasing the risk of zoonotic disease transmission.

Measures to immediately restrict or ban (e.g. hunting, use or trade of wildlife products) could have serious adverse impacts on families with no other option but to eat wild meat. However, failing to take into consideration the increasing risk of zoonotic spillover may lead to more frequent pandemics in the future.

This complex situation calls for a sound risk assessment and for appropriate measures adapted to each country. These must be combined with global measures and coordinated efforts to efficiently address the question of why infectious diseases are emerging and re-emerging. At the same time, we must improve how we prepare for, and respond to future zoonotic disease outbreaks.

The white paper you have in your hands presents an invaluable and timely overview of state-of-the-art current knowledge on the transmission of wildlife-borne diseases to humans. It also provides concrete recommendations on how to prevent and respond to future zoonotic events based on the views and experiences of experts in various disciplines from the organisations involved in the Sustainable Wildlife Management (SWM) Programme. This Programme, a seven-year initiative from the Organisation of African, Caribbean and Pacific States (OACPS), funded by the European Union, is playing an important role in tackling these complex and interrelated issues.

Mr Koen Doens
Director-General
Directorate-General for International Cooperation and Development
European Commission

Mr Georges Rebelo Pinto Chikoti
Secretary General
Organisation of African, Caribbean and Pacific States (OACPS)
**Purpose**

This white paper aims to provide Northern and Southern Development partners and decision-makers with a better understanding of:

a) why spillover of disease from wildlife to humans occurs, and why these zoonotic disease outbreaks can spread and become epidemics and pandemics such as COVID-19;

b) what they can do to prevent, detect and respond to future spillover events, with a special focus on priority interventions at the human–wildlife–livestock interfaces.

It has been produced as part of the Sustainable Wildlife Management (SWM) Programme, which will deliver critical lessons on how to prevent, detect and respond to future spillover events with appropriate national and transboundary policies and practices in the context of the SWM partner sites.

The **SWM Programme** is a major international initiative to improve the conservation and sustainable use of wildlife in forest, savannah and wetland ecosystems. Field projects are being implemented in 13 African, Caribbean and Pacific countries. The aim is to: improve how wildlife hunting is regulated; increase the supply of sustainably produced meat products and farmed fish; strengthen the management capacities of indigenous and rural communities; and reduce demand for wild meat, particularly in towns and cities. It is being implemented by a dynamic consortium of four partners with expertise in wildlife conservation and food security:

- Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
- Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR)
- French Agricultural Research Centre for International Development (CIRAD)
- Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS)
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a rapid and massively unequal impact on public health and on the economic wellbeing of families and countries throughout the world. It has pushed governments to consider policies that their citizens would never have supported in the past, but that now seem to them unavoidable. In this context, much discussion has arisen within and between the scientific and development communities on the ways national governments and international organisations should react to this global threat, especially to prevent future emerging disease outbreaks, and mitigate against the risk of them causing another pandemic. The possibility that the COVID-19 virus spilled over to humans from wildlife species – potentially a bat, a pangolin or another animal species (Andersen et al., 2020) – has rekindled debates around the trade in wildlife for human consumption. Similarly, outbreaks of avian influenza (H5N1), swine influenza (H1N1) and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) are increasing concerns about current livestock rearing practices and the risk that domesticated animals pose as a future source of zoonotic disease spillover to humans.

Wildlife is intimately linked to the food security, livelihood and cultural identity of numerous rural people, and to a lesser extent, to people in some relatively remote provincial towns, particularly in tropical and subtropical regions. In large cities located far from wildlife, wild meat is usually consumed for status or tradition (Fa et al., 2015; van Vliet and Mbazza, 2011). In total, people eat an estimated 5 million tonnes of wild meat per year in Africa’s Congo Basin, and around 1.3 million tonnes in the Amazon Basin (Nasi, Taber and Vliet, 2011). No regional estimates are available for Asia, but harvest and trade continue to be part of people’s livelihoods for both Indigenous Peoples and local communities with forest-based livelihoods (Caldecott, 1987; Corlett, 2007; Pangau-Adam and Noske, 2012; Robinson and Bennett 2000; Rye, 2000), and modern hunters in oil palm dominated landscapes (Luskin et al., 2014). As a source of income, wild meat is also a common component of household economies throughout the supply chain, from the hunter to urban markets and food stalls.

Wildlife trade has occurred for millennia. Colonial rulers industrialized the trade, for example blue duiker skins for luxury gloves in Europe, beaver felt hats from Canada/United States of America for the European consumer, passenger pigeons and bison tongues for eastern US consumers, elephant ivory for billiard balls and piano keys, etc. Today, the trade is both formal and informal, legal and illegal, and both national and international in scope. Also, wild meat markets typically evolve from selling large- to small-bodied species as unsustainable hunting depletes wild populations.
During the past 25 years, hunting of wildlife for food has been a growing concern for the following three main reasons (CBD, 2009):

**Ecological impacts:** In many ecosystems, the larger vertebrate fauna, especially frugivorous birds, primates, ungulates, and mammalian carnivores, have become locally extinct or been substantially reduced in numbers as a result of habitat loss and unsustainable hunting. Small species are typically more resilient to hunting than larger species, due to their higher reproductive rates (Cowlishaw et al., 2005). Since the early 1990s, “defaunation” is often cited as the most evident impact of overhunting (Dirzo and Miranda, 1990), resulting in the “empty forest syndrome” (Redford, 1992) and, increasingly, the “empty savannah syndrome” as well (Lindsey et al., 2013a). Examples of defaunation are numerous across the world, and an estimated 285 mammal species are threatened with extinction due to hunting for wild meat (Ripple et al., 2016). Over-harvesting has not only direct effects on prey populations, but also cascading effects on the ecosystems as a whole (Abernethy et al., 2013; Antunes et al., 2016; Koerner et al., 2017; Ripple et al., 2016; van Vliet et al., 2010). Yet the relative contribution of hunting versus other drivers, especially habitat loss, makes it difficult to attribute causation to hunting alone (Dirzo et al., 2014; Hofman et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 2013; Simberloff et al., 2013; Wilkie et al., 2011).

**Unsustainable levels of hunting to meet urban demand:** Where wildlife is hunted to supply markets in distant, large cities, harvest rates are typically unsustainable, and income generated from this livelihood activity will likely be short-lived, following a boom-bust cycle (Fa et al., 2019). The subsequent depletion of wildlife ultimately risks increasing malnutrition and poverty for rural populations who rely on this resource for their subsistence and cultural identity (Fa, Curriem and Meeuwig, 2003).

**Health and zoonotic diseases:** Approximately 70 percent of the pathogens causing emerging infectious diseases today are zoonotic, emerging from both wildlife and livestock (Newman, et al., 2005; Woolhouse, 2002). Wild animal species are an important reservoir of potential zoonotic pathogens, but the diversity of these pathogens calls for increased multidisciplinary research efforts to understand the transfer dynamics of such infections (Siembieda et al., 2011; Wolfe et al., 2005). The list of infectious diseases thought to have their origin in wildlife encompasses some of the most virulent pathogens including Ebola virus, Lassa virus, hantavirus and human immunodeficiency virus (Weiss, 2001).

Research indicates that outbreaks of animal-borne diseases are on the rise, mostly due to environmental degradation and the intensification of livestock production and trade (Jones et al., 2008; Paige et al., 2014).

In the current context, responses such as China’s intent to outlaw urban trade and consumption of all terrestrial wild animals to solve the wild meat-disease linkage have met with support from various quarters. In particular, the international conservation lobby is strongly in favour of this decision, calling for it to be extended and made permanent, and stressing the interconnectedness of public health risks and biodiversity conservation concerns. (e.g. Lion Coalition, 2020; WWF, 2020). Other groups, who favour regulated consumptive use of wildlife along short-range value chains, which are sustainably managed to meet populations’ food and income needs, have proposed a more cautionary stance (e.g. Roe et al., 2020).

These differences in opinion are not new, but the current situation has exacerbated them, raising important issues for development and conservation policy. All too often, attempts to reconcile these interests through public policy turn out not to satisfy either party. They fail to respect the important, albeit often unacknowledged, roles that the consumptive use of wildlife plays in the national economy and cultural identity. They are also unsuccessful in putting into practice effective integrated public and animal (including wildlife) health approaches addressing environmental drivers. Finally, they fail to secure the resource in ways that provide adequate long-term protection for fauna of global interest while guaranteeing their sustainable use.

Indeed, bans on wild meat trade and consumption have been legally adopted in many countries, but lack of political will and/or limited resource allocation have led to limited law enforcement. Non-compliance is one of the major obstacles to organize any health risk control and sustainable wildlife management. Furthermore, pathogen spillover events occur when people, live wildlife and domestic animals are concentrated in situations (primarily markets) where waste management, hygiene, biosafety,
biosecurity and food safety measures may not be sufficiently practised, and where animals are often stressed and kept in holding facilities that do not meet adequate international standards, often mixing different animal species, domestic and wild.

To improve preparedness for, and early response to, the next zoonotic disease outbreak and subsequent spread, governments, policy makers and the international community should look at the bigger picture. It is crucial not just to consider the negative impacts of wild meat trade and consumption on biodiversity and health, but also socio-economic issues for the millions of people worldwide who depend on wildlife for food and livelihoods. According to the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species (FAO, 2019; IUCN, 2020), over 9,000 wild animal species (including invertebrates, amphibians, fish, reptiles, birds and mammals) are used as human food worldwide, corresponding to a very large variety of wild meats that are exploited by myriad cultures. Such diversity is found in contrasting socio-ecological contexts that require global and locally adapted structural solutions, including appropriate legal instruments and institutional coordination enabling socially acceptable management options. Ultimately, favourable solutions for humans and wildlife are only likely if all possible options and their total costs (both direct and opportunity costs) are considered and selected in close collaboration with stakeholders.

The purpose of this white paper is to summarise the information available on the causes of zoonotic disease spillover at the human-wildlife-livestock interface and subsequent spread through secondary transmission from person to person. We recommend interventions targeting the drivers of zoonotic disease emergence and provide suggestions on how to improve prevention, preparedness and response to future outbreaks. The Paper concludes with a discussion on the contribution that the Sustainable Wildlife Management (SWM) Programme can make in this context.

Note that this white paper does not consider zoonoses that have no secondary transmission from human to human, such as rabies. It focuses on future zoonotic risks at the human-wildlife-livestock interface. COVID-19 at its current stage is a disease primarily spread through human to human transmission. However, it likely had a zoonotic origin, and if the reservoir host species is still infected, then recurrence is possible. In addition, new species may be becoming endemically infected by humans following reverse zoonosis, i.e. transmission of the virus from humans to susceptible animals (OIE, 2020a; b; c; d).
1. Zoonotic disease pandemics – why they occur

For a pandemic event such as COVID-19 to take place, there are three steps that must occur, namely:

a) the pathogen must be successfully transmitted from the reservoir species (wild or domestic) to humans (spillover event);

b) the pathogen must be directly transmitted between humans (secondary transmission);

c) the pathogen must spread from a local context (epidemic) to the global population (pandemic).

1.1 The ecological back drop

There is evidence that emerging zoonotic infectious disease risk is more likely in forested tropical regions experiencing land-use changes and where wildlife biodiversity (mammal species richness) is high (Allen et al., 2017). Species richness in birds and mammals, and richness in human infectious diseases are also correlated (Dunn et al., 2010; Morand and Figuié, 2018; Morand et al., 2014). Both permanent and temporary landscape changes resulting from ecosystem fragmentation and degradation are major drivers of the emergence or re-emergence of zoonotic diseases such as malaria, dengue fever, Ebola and Lyme disease (Aguirre and Tabor, 2008; Olivero et al., 2017; Rohr et al., 2019). Different mechanisms may be involved (Cascio et al., 2011; Plowright et al., 2011; Plowright et al., 2015), but landscape change and biodiversity loss are likely to cause major shifts in the ecology of pathogens. These factors favour the expansion of disease hosts or vectors and increase pressure for virulence/resistance...
selection and/or for the evolution into more genetically diverse pathogen strains, which increases the probability that one of these strains can spill over to humans.

Several environmental factors such as climate change and extreme climatic events either brought about by global patterns such as global warming or El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and/or by localized effects (e.g. flooding or drought) also increase the potential for zoonotic disease outbreaks. For example, outbreaks of malaria and hantavirus increase after intense rainfall and flooding, and after droughts, respectively (Cascio et al., 2011; McMichael, 2015; Wang et al., 2010).

These factors affect the timing and intensity of zoonotic disease outbreaks by creating optimal conditions for host species or vectors, leading to their congregation (e.g. wild migratory birds as hosts for zoonotic avian influenza viruses) or abundance (e.g. vectors such as flies, mosquitoes or ticks as hosts for vector-borne diseases) (Altizer et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2010; Wimberly et al., 2008; Young et al., 2017).

Environmental factors can also interact in synergy with land use/cover change, ecological changes and/or social inequities to influence disease patterns by creating new human–wildlife interfaces or leading to more intense interactions (Epstein, 2001; Gortazar et al., 2014; Leaf, 1989; Patz et al., 2004). In these cases, the mechanisms involved include modifications in the density and distribution of wildlife host species and disease reservoirs, including vector species (Wimberly et al., 2008). In addition, climate change and global warming have led to altered conditions in areas previously free of certain vector species and associated pathogens, expanding the geographic occurrence of infectious diseases (Balogun et al., 2016; Beugnet and Chalvet-Monfray, 2013; Caminade et al., 2019).

1.2 Drivers of local disease emergence – the spillover phase

The frequency and duration of contact with wildlife are key elements in increasing the probability of disease spillover from wildlife to humans or wildlife to livestock to humans. There are several pathways to exposure – direct contact with a wild animal, indirect contact with the urine or faeces of a wild animal that were deposited on food or another surface, or through an intermediary host. Intermediary hosts include: other wildlife species (e.g. wild civets for SARS); livestock (e.g. dromedary camels for MERS-CoV); or poultry (e.g. for zoonotic influenza) (Lau et al., 2017; Tu et al., 2004).

**Closer proximity and easier access to wildlife habitats:** Ecological degradation, land conversion and fragmentation of wildlife habitats by human settlements, agricultural intensification, infrastructure development, and road networks related to extractive industries all increase proximity and access to wildlife habitats. In these contexts, an increase of human-wildlife-livestock encounters within a given area, an expansion of the area where contacts can occur and/or changes in wildlife ranging patterns can be observed (Wolfe et al., 2005; Paige et al., 2014; Rulli et al., 2017; Giles et al., 2018). Subsequent alterations in the structure of ecological communities also disrupt pathogen ecology. These interacting mechanisms elevate contact rates among humans, livestock and wildlife species (Bloomfield et al., 2020; Karesh et al., 2012; Loh et al., 2015; Plowright et al., 2011), thus the likelihood of human and livestock exposure to wildlife and to the potential disease agents they carry, especially in untouched tropical forests areas, given their high biodiversity (Bauch et al., 2015; Loh et al., 2015; Murray and Daszak, 2013; Patz et al., 2004; Rulli et al., 2017). When rural population densities increase (e.g. when settlements become villages or even small towns), the likelihood of both spillover and spread also increases.

Proximity and access to wildlife habitats also amplify exposure to environmental contamination from a variety of sources that can indirectly result in pathogen spillover and exposure to potential zoonoses. Many diseases that affect humans are indeed transmitted by ingesting or handling faecal-contaminated food or water. Bats, rats or other pests may enter human dwellings and defecate inside accommodations or even on food left in the open. For example, serological evidence of bat SARS-CoV-2 and related viruses was reported in 2.7 percent of people living near bat caves in China (Wang et al., 2018). Dwellers and farmers have also been reported to be exposed to Nipah virus from bat urine or saliva, for example on fruits or in date palm sap (Rahman et al. 2012), or from pigs previously exposed to bats (Kurup, 2002).
Dependence on wild meat for food and income: Wild meat represents the main source of protein, fat and micronutrients, but also a key element in diet and income diversification for millions of rural people across the tropics and subtropics (Nasi et al., 2008; Nielsen et al., 2018). In rural areas, most Indigenous Peoples and local communities depend on wild meat because they have no other source of meat or cannot afford alternative sources. Also, for families living in provincial towns located close to sources of wild animals, eating wildlife may still be a dietary necessity. Dependence on wild meat increases in both rural and urban areas at places and times where other food systems and sources of livelihoods are disrupted, such as during economic hardship, civil unrest or drought (Coad et al., 2018).

Wild meat has a higher value-to-weight ratio than most agricultural crops, and when smoked and dried can be transported long distances without rotting. Moreover, wildlife is typically an open access resource that can be exploited by anyone. These factors, when combined, make it one of the few commodities that poor rural families can trade profitably, and is thus a valued source of income for people who live with wildlife.

Hunter-gatherer communities are typically in contact with wild animals a few times a week or more often. Where Ebola outbreaks could be traced back to a probable “case zero” or index case, Indigenous Peoples and local communities were exposed to the virus during subsistence hunting, or their children were exposed while playing close to wildlife (FAO, 2018). However, despite being relatively more exposed to pathogens of wildlife origin, an individual hunter’s lifetime probability of contracting a deadly zoonotic disease such as Ebola still remains very low. This is because not all contact with wildlife exposes the hunter to disease agents, and not all disease agent transmissions result in the hunter contracting a disease. Due to the isolation of these remote rural communities, they also pose a small risk to global health. However, nowadays, if a hunter – or another individual operating upstream in a wild meat value chain – contracts a zoonotic disease from an animal, he or she may be more likely to carry it to areas of higher human population density, given the increased mobility and commercial flows of goods and peoples.

In cities, wild meat typically comprises less than 2 percent of the animal source foods eaten by urban families in the tropics and subtropics (Wilkie et al., 2005). However, when thousands or millions of urban dwellers buy and eat wild meat, the probability that at least one individual will be exposed to a pathogen of wildlife origin and then infect other people increases substantially.
Not all zoonotic infections will result in disease or subsequent human-to-human spread. An investigation conducted by public health authorities in Guangdong Province, China found that 13 percent of animal traders (i.e. workers in live animal markets) had IgG antibodies against SARS-Coronavirus even though none of them had been diagnosed with SARS, compared to 1–3 percent of persons in three control groups (CDC, 2003).

**Human behaviours and choices:** There is also a large demand for wild meat in almost every major urban centre around the world. The cultural preference for this meat or for other wild animal body parts used as traditional medicinal products, and the associated socio-economic status of being able to afford this high-priced commodity, places wild meat and other wildlife by-products into a global value chain, accompanied by potential zoonotic pathogens.

In some ways complementary to unregulated movement of wild meat, the wildlife pet trade is also responsible for enabling wildlife to reach every corner of the globe within days, again travelling with potential pathogens and often bypassing standards that would help minimize disease spread (e.g. such as routine health checks or quarantine measures applied upon arrival of live animals) (Can, D’Cruze and Macdonald, 2019; Pavlin, Schloegel and Daszak, 2009).

In addition, of particular concern are some consumption practices that do not abide by good food safety standards, including consumption of raw wild meat, blood or body parts. Several studies also report a distinct lack of precautionary behaviour, resulting in hunters, butchers and consumers exposing themselves to zoonotic diseases. Combined with general lack of awareness among people who come into contact with wild meat, those behaviours increase the risk that new pathogens will spill over to humans (Kamins et al., 2015; LeBreton et al., 2006; Paige et al., 2014).

Finally, another developing and expanding area is ecotourism, where groups of people, usually guided by locals, visit wildlife habitats to get close to, observe and even feed wild animals in their natural environment. Ecotourism has been hypothesized as a risk factor for the potential zoonotic spillover of pathogens from humans to great apes (Muehlenbein and Ancrenaz, 2009). In the context of the current COVID-19 pandemic, such close interaction between humans and wildlife could lead to new wildlife reservoirs being established for this virus when susceptible wildlife species such as great apes, cats or mink that are exposed to SARS-CoV-2 virus from humans are able to maintain the virus and thus become a new exposure source for humans, other wildlife and livestock (FAO, 2020a). However, further research is needed to confirm if ecotourism could provide opportunities for spillover from wildlife to humans and to assess the level of risks (Cascio et al., 2011).

**Management practices along wildlife value chains, including hunting, marketing, slaughtering and processing:** As live animals, their meat or other body parts progress along wildlife value chains, the opportunity for human contact increases, including close direct contact with hunters, traders, butchers, cooks and consumers (Greatorex et al., 2016).

In the wild, unsustainable hunting is thought to increase spillover risk by increasing hunting of higher zoonotic risk species (Koerner et al., 2017). Indeed, when preferred large-bodied wildlife species are depleted by overhunting, hunters add smaller-bodied species to their hunting “diet breadth”. Lower zoonotic risk ungulates are thus replaced in hunter captures, increasing direct contacts with higher zoonotic risk rodents, primates and bats.

At the time of harvest, animal restraint, exsanguination, dehairing, defeathering and evisceration result in direct contamination of meat at the time of slaughter. They may generate aerosols that can contaminate edible portions of carcasses prepared for food and infect workers and customers along wild meat value chains (Bertran et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2016; Gill, 1998). The variety of zoonotic pathogens that can be recovered from wildlife depends upon the animal species and the location of capture; it includes not only highly contagious viral pathogens such as Ebola virus and SARS, but also other bacterial pathogens with widespread morbidity and a large number of multicellular parasites, all typically not transmitted through secondary infection (Bachand et al., 2012; Mann et al., 2015; Pourrut et al., 2011; Samsudin et al., 2020; Swift et al., 2007).
Moving from rural to urban areas, the contact with live wildlife and wildlife by-products occurs mostly in formal and informal market places, where many animal species – domestic and wild – are aggregated, and wildlife, livestock and people mingle. In sub-Saharan Africa, as much as 80 percent of all food types are traded in informal markets (Roesel and Grace, 2014). Here, also, much if not most of all wildlife is sold for food. Although informal markets are the primary source of food in rural settings, these markets are becoming increasingly common in urban centres where live animals and animal-derived food products are regularly sold (El Bizri et al., 2020; Kogan et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2008). SARS or SARS-CoV-2 spillover into humans likely occurred following exposure of people working in or visiting live animal markets (“wet markets”). Bats are presumed the original animal source; however, these pathogens are thought to have adapted in intermediate animal species, likely wild, such as Himalayan palm civets (Paguma larvata) for SARS (Li et al., 2006) before being able to infect humans. Generally, any interaction between livestock and people in close contact with living rodents, bats and birds or other wildlife shedding viruses along the supply chains provides opportunities for intra- and inter-species transmission and potential recombination of viruses.

However, since evidence of virus circulation in wildlife is currently lacking, these risks have been rated as low for SARS-CoV-2; that is, exposure of humans to SARS-CoV-2 from wildlife in markets or congregation sites, wildlife ranches and farms is unlikely to occur. Spillover from the original animal reservoir or intermediate hosts to human populations may therefore be considered a rare event, unless future evidence suggests that this is occurring more frequently than currently thought. However, the ongoing pandemic involves millions of human cases who are in turn shedding the virus and thus creating new contaminated environments other than the original natural reservoir (FAO, 2020a). Confinement of wildlife in stressful, high-density conditions may result in increased viral shedding. Poorly regulated and organized markets (formal or not) are often managed without transparency; they frequently lack facilities such as clean water; traders are not encouraged to perform basic sanitary handling and processing; and there is often no environmental and equipment cleaning. Moreover, the lack of proper waste disposal and wastewater containment further increases the risk of cross-contamination, including from rodents (Ribas et al., 2016).

General principles for the safe production of all foods Codex Alimentarius (FAO and WHO, 2009), including those of wildlife origin, and good biosecurity practices in live animal markets (e.g. FAO, 2015) have been established by international consensus. However, public health, biosecurity, and disease surveillance and response systems for emerging pathogens in the wild meat sector are at present al-
most completely absent (Maas et al., 2016; Woods et al., 2019). Unlike commercial-scale livestock, the killing and processing of wildlife and rural livestock are often performed outside of dedicated abattoirs by individuals with limited knowledge or awareness of food safety risks. The highly decentralized nature of these processes makes it challenging to establish effective systems along the wild meat value chains to control food safety hazards through governance and oversight, and to monitor zoonotic risks. In addition, there are also major technical and technological knowledge gaps that further complicate the issue. For example, for newly discovered and emerging diseases, knowledge about the epidemiology and microbiology may not be available to develop effective test or control strategies. In this context, it is imperative that the risks along the wild meat value chains are assessed so that interventions can be targeted and prioritized at the points that contribute to the risks and are the most effective at making the food safer. Verification of compliance with established risk mitigation strategies (the process) will be important since end product testing is resource-intensive, especially for products with an expected low prevalence of contamination. Among the largest barriers to enhancing food safety of wild meat products are:

a) the lack of robust risk assessments of foodborne hazards in the system (Gbogbo et al., 2019; Pruvot et al., 2019; Simons et al., 2016);

b) poor knowledge, awareness and behaviours among workers in the wild meat value chains (Alhaji, Yatswako and Oddoh, 2018b; Friant, Paige and Goldbery, 2015; Nuno et al., 2018);

c) lack of communication and adoption of evidence-based practices to enhance food safety across the entire value chain (Sheherazade, 2015).

Wildlife farming practices: Wildlife farming has taken off mostly to feed luxury markets, first for economic reasons only, and then to mitigate the conservation impacts caused by wild meat harvesting (Lindsey et al., 2013b; Turvey et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). For the last few decades, an increasing number of tropical animal species have been bred under intensive production systems, for example, antelopes, ostriches, large rodents in Africa (van Vliet et al., 2016), and civets (Carder et al., 2016) and pangolins (Challender et al., 2019) in Asia. However, the animal health, welfare and food safety challenges faced in any intensive animal production system may be amplified in such systems where there is limited knowledge of animal needs, inadequate biosecurity and biosafety measures, as well as insufficient veterinary support. These challenges, together with the lack of knowledge of wildlife diseases, may facilitate the emergence of infections (Bekker, Jooste and Hoffman, 2012; Magwedere et al., 2012). Moreover, wildlife farming may put wild populations at risk due to genetic pollution and disease transmission from the accidental or even deliberate release of captive animals into free ranging populations. (Grewe et al., 2007; Mustin et al., 2012).

1.3 Drivers of disease spread

It has been evidenced that more spillover events take place in contrast to the few pandemics that are documented. However, our constantly changing human societies create new risks and the conditions for the rapid spread of zoonotic disease among wildlife, livestock and humans, and between humans.

Human demography, urbanization and interconnection: The number of humans living in the world has increased from 1 billion in 1800 to the current 7.7 billion. By 2050, as much as 68 percent of the world’s human population will be living in towns. The highest human demographic growth rates are concentrated in Asia and Africa, where urbanization and rural exodus have contributed to the rise of large cities and megacities (over ten million inhabitants). Since domestic road, rail and plane networks are multiplying, an infected person can easily transmit a disease to almost any large city in a matter of hours or days.

Human and animal mobility: In recent decades, global connectivity has dramatically increased with the development of global trade, international transport and changing human migration patterns (e.g. due to conflicts or political and environmental instability). This rise in global connectivity has been accompanied by an increase in the long-distance transport of animals and humans, their diseases (or
vectors) and pathogens (Can, D’Cruze and Macdonald, 2019; Tatem, Hay and Rogers, 2006). The result is an increased risk of a global spread of zoonotic diseases.

**Globalized food value chains of livestock and wildlife:** With demographic growth, the frequency and volume of international trade, which influences the exchanges of agricultural products, has increased. The modernization and intensification of livestock production and trade during the last half century provided new opportunities for pathogens to travel quickly across the world. Several studies have shown that the risk of a country being infected increases with the number of live animals imported (Hautefeuille, Dauphin and Peyre, 2020; Trovão and Nelson, 2020). This is applicable to both livestock and wildlife trade. Furthermore, the large illegal movement of wildlife for high-end wild meat consumption, for the exotic pet industry, or for other uses (e.g. traditional medicine) occurs without any animal health or welfare controls, biosecurity measures, quarantine, veterinary support or food safety controls (Can, D’Cruze and Macdonald, 2019).

### 1.4 Past policy, regulatory and institutional failures

Policy and regulatory frameworks play a key role in minimising the impact of infectious diseases through prevention, detection, and response legislation. However, failures associated with weaknesses (including lenient enforcement), gaps and redundancy within or between existing policy and regulatory mechanisms can weaken the response to outbreaks of contagious and serious diseases at national and international levels.

Policy and regulatory frameworks that invest as a priority in prevention and preparedness are usually lacking. However, too often, emergency laws and measures do not or cannot take into full consideration their potential impacts. Emergency laws that restrict movement and require isolation during a pandemic are considered normal responses from a public health perspective. Yet, in addition to the other socio-economic impacts they generate, as currently observed with the COVID-19 pandemic, they may disrupt food systems and affect access to food and nutrition, especially by women and other marginalised groups.

Furthermore, the ability of governments and other actors to prevent, detect and respond appropriately to disease risks emerging from wildlife is frequently hampered by the lack of inter-sectoral cooperation and collaboration, as well as by overlapping or contradictory sectoral legislations that can create confusion in the sharing of roles and responsibilities between institutions. In particular, if the human and animal health sectors collaborate to some extent, then there is often only a minimal involvement of authorities and services in charge of natural resources management, including wildlife.

In most countries, the lack of up-to-date, cross-sectoral statistical databases and information systems allowing accurate risk assessment and the development of predictive models is also one of the critical factors leading to the adoption of inappropriate, disproportionate and/or cost-ineffective policies and laws to address the drivers of disease emergence and spread, and/or to deal with emergencies. Another challenge is that wildlife surveillance or wildlife health events investigations are often undertaken by non-governmental entities such as non-governmental organizations (NGOs) or research institutions. The data and information collected by these entities may not be systematically shared in a timely manner with government structures, and are thus not available for analysis and early warning.

At the sectoral level, a major barrier to the control of the use of wild animals for food and the surveillance of wildlife-borne disease is the lack of effective laws to regulate subsistence and commercial hunting practices. In many countries, wildlife legislation is often unclear on the definition of hunting for one’s own food and for commercial purposes. The latter category primarily focuses on licensing systems linked to sport/recreational hunting, which merely list the species that can be hunted, imposed quotas, hunting seasons, and in some cases, the methods that can be deployed. These laws do not include any regulations of the health of wild animals if used for food, including wildlife farming, their condition during slaughter, or the processing and handling requirements for their consumption. As a result, wild meat value chains, which are usually informal or illegal, operate without any legal
guidance of disease risk assessment or public health protection. These challenges are exacerbated by the fact that wildlife health is in the interest of multiple sectors and public agencies but not specifically under any of their mandates, leading to policy and funding gaps. The result is an ongoing debate over whether it is the government, producers, processors or consumers who should bear the financial cost of implementing and enforcing food safety regulations.
2. Recommended interventions to prevent spillover of zoonotic diseases

2.1 Enabling conditions

Human, animal, plant and environmental health are inextricably connected through the ecological realities governing life – we share land, air and water, and all of our food comes from the Earth. This means that human health is dependent on the health of all other components of the ecosystem. This context has led to the development of integrated approaches to health such as the “One Health” approach to ensure that the respective sectors in charge of the health of people, livestock, wildlife, the ecosystem and the environment as a whole, strengthen collaboration to overcome a sectoral (“silo”) approach and rather work together in a coordinated manner at the local, national, regional and global levels. The effective implementation of this multi-sectoral collaboration and coordination is essential to succeed at building back better and preventing the next pandemic. This section introduces a non-exhaustive list of approaches needed to strengthen coordination at the country level, policy and legislation gaps, as well as implementation modalities that can be improved in order to properly develop and implement One Health programming at the national level.

2.1.1. Strengthening the One Health approach

There is a need to strengthen integrated, interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral approaches such as the One Health approach in order to better address the root causes of zoonotic spillover. The aim is to: reduce human exposure to wildlife and livestock disease agents; organize wildlife, livestock and human disease surveillance to detect and report disease outbreaks, perform joint, intersectoral risk assessment (JRA) for zoonotic disease threats arising at the wildlife-human-livestock interface (FAO, OIE and WHO, 2018); and support epidemic preparedness to respond rapidly and effectively in order to prevent the spread of a zoonotic disease.

Implementing this holistic and participatory approach requires smooth inter-institutional coordination and effective intersectoral collaboration. The One Health approach has changed the way of doing business, and it is moving in the right direction, but it is yet to be inclusive of the forestry, wildlife and environment sector. Natural resources management services and experts need to be more involved to ensure that interactions between ecosystems and agroecosystems are addressed. Intersectoral awareness of and training on the important role that natural resources managers and biologists can play in preventing emerging infectious diseases are also necessary, allowing them to have an equal voice, with medical-based experts, on public health issues. This also requires the formulation and enforcement of appropriate legislation, with a clear allocation of roles, responsibilities and budget and regulations on access to data and public information by all state and non-state actors involved.

2.1.2. Strengthening sectoral policies and legislation

There is a need to encourage the development and implementation of sectoral policies and legislation in support of food safety and public as well as animal health, to enable implementation of prevention and mitigation strategies against disease emergence risks at various scales in line with supporting sustainable and safe food systems and livelihoods. Such legal mechanisms contribute to the long-term strengthening of a population’s resilience to disease, as well as to minimising the impact of environmental or economic shocks. Policy and legislation development processes should ensure the participa-
tion of a broad stakeholder base, especially from the most vulnerable and/or marginalised groups and their rights, in order to shape laws and regulations that are realistic, have adequate technical content, and are socially acceptable.

**Wildlife legislation**: Traditionally, wildlife legislation regulates the hunting sector. It may also regulate human-wildlife conflicts but when this is the case zoonotic disease spillover risk should also be recognized as such. In recent years, wildlife legislation has witnessed innovative and dynamic trends by addressing also the non-consumptive uses and conservation of these resources and their habitats across sectors. Embedding law in participatory processes would further enable an ecosystem approach, thereby promoting a more diversified range of options to achieve the sustainable management of wildlife.

Prevention of wildlife-borne diseases is more likely to be possible if a broad array of wildlife-related legal instruments is effectively implemented. Developing the legal basis to control the use of wildlife is undoubtedly the first step, but these activities need to be accompanied by the protection of livelihoods of the communities that are still dependent on wild animals for food and income. Legislation that protects and regulates the sustainable use of wildlife must take into account the environmental and social needs and practices of user communities and health risks to humans and animals.

During a crisis, it is essential that the legal framework for the hunting sector (subsistence, sport or commercial) and the management system it supports (e.g. licensing systems and the determination of species targeted for hunting, quotas, seasons) are clear and allow a certain flexibility. This will allow governments to temporarily suspend consumption or trade in specific wildlife species within a given area, as well as to quickly extend hunting or fishing seasons to guarantee the food security of Indigenous Peoples and local communities. Similar considerations could also be applied to commercial hunting where it is legal and within the limits of sustainable resource use.

Experience has shown that illegal use of natural resources and poaching increase during emergencies (Swamy and Pinedo-Vasquez, 2014). Governments and their partners should continue to implement international binding and non-binding instruments, and to monitor and enforce them (e.g. measures to protect endangered species and their habitats); if not, poaching and other illicit activities may increase and threaten decades of conservation efforts.
Animal health legislation: The interconnectedness between emerging infectious diseases in wildlife and livestock and human health, highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic and other recent Ebola, Nipah and SARS outbreaks, stresses the need for a coordinated and fully legislated approach to disease prevention and control. In most countries, wildlife health is regulated within the framework of general animal health legislation and is the regulatory responsibility of the national veterinary authority. Developing strong animal health legislation that pays attention to all animal species including wildlife is thus essential to prevent the occurrence of animal disease and its transmission to humans. Such legislation should incorporate the standards and recommendations of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), including its Terrestrial and Aquatic Animal Health Codes. It should provide the national veterinary authority with the mandate to regulate, control and foster animal health including, among others, the powers to develop a system of veterinary surveillance and control, and to adopt and implement sanitary measures, such as compartmentalisation, obligations of notification or movement control. Legislation should mandate the veterinary authority to declare an animal health emergency and to approve the sanitary measures necessary to respond to the emergency. The veterinary authority should then be responsible for coordinating emergency action in a functioning “chain of command” and for approving measures such as movement restrictions; measures to seize, treat or cull animals; destroy animal products; and/or strengthen powers for inspectors.

Laws for maintaining ecosystem integrity: The importance of policies and legislation that consider land management, including land use planning, in the prevention of wildlife and public health issues needs to be widely recognised. These legal instruments can significantly contribute to enable the sustainable use of natural resources, optimise land use, and reduce human–wildlife conflicts. They can also help address environmental drivers of zoonotic diseases and improve socio-economic conditions through a participatory multisectoral, multi-stakeholder and scale-dependent process. The application of responsible governance of tenure to guide the design of policy and regulatory frameworks on land use planning and occupancy should especially be supported. In areas where state administration has been absent and infrastructure is poor, customary tenure systems are often the primary means of enforcing rights and resolving tenure disputes (FAO, 2016). Recognizing local and customary tenure rights while ensuring a balance with provisions for gender equality through legislation, will be a first and essential step to help achieving a governance system that is flexible and locally responsive. This would help turning marginalized groups into a reliable asset for managing wildlife including for preventing and/or addressing the occurrence of pests and diseases.

Laws that enable governments to maintain and restore ecosystem integrity, especially by reducing the fragmentation and degradation of wildlife habitat, will undoubtedly decrease the probability of zoonotic disease emergence. Informed land use planning mechanisms thus allow for the creation and protection of conservation and restoration areas, also by formally recognising the territorial rights of Indigenous Peoples and local communities. Examples of devolution of responsibilities abound, such as the community-based forest management association system in Madagascar, allowing local communities to manage and benefit from the sustainable use of their natural resources.

Regulations of food safety, biosecurity and surveillance along meat value chains (including markets): Food hygiene and sanitation as well as market biosecurity are key factors in controlling zoonotic risks associated with wildlife meat consumption and trade. Food safety and quality legislation should provide guidelines on and approaches to reducing the transmission of wildlife pathogens and the risk of foodborne disease. For instance, regulations requiring that all traded wild meat is thoroughly dried/smoked could significantly reduce exposure to wildlife disease agents and the risk of zoonotic disease spillover from wildlife to humans. This legislation should also recognise that hunters and wild meat operators have a role and responsibility in maintaining the safety of their products. Legislation or plans that address emergency preparedness for potential food safety outbreaks, including recall from the market of products that could pose a food safety threat, can allow for quick response and mitigate the impact of adverse food safety and zoonotic disease risk. At the same time, while live animal markets continue to operate, it is imperative that those that remain are managed in a way that reduces the risk of infection of animals and humans with zoonotic pathogens. Implementation of adequate hygiene and biosecurity measures, e.g., separation of animal holding and slaughtering areas, no mixing of different animal species, regular market rest days with cleaning and disinfection, etc., is as important as appropriate decontamination of any equipment and vehicles that enter markets (FAO, 2015).
2.1.3. Promoting regional integration and international coordination

Regional and international collaboration and measures are needed, given that zoonotic diseases, as seen during the COVID-19 pandemic and the recent outbreaks of Ebola, do not respect national borders. Regional integration of regulations, capacity development and information sharing are needed, particularly in relation to diagnosis and research (e.g. in terms of technologies, equipment and expertise), control of flows of goods and peoples, and transboundary surveillance.

2.2 Pre-outbreak: Minimise the risks of zoonotic disease spillover from wildlife to humans by reducing the wildlife–livestock–human interface

2.2.1. Addressing risky practices involved along wildlife supply chains

It is necessary to support practical risk mitigation strategies based on changing behaviours and practices that are deemed risky as well as to verify compliance with established risk mitigation strategies. This is particularly important given the decentralised organisation of wildlife supply chains and the lack of tests and testing facilities to identify all potential zoonotic risks from the bush to consumers (e.g. from hunting, slaughtering, processing and handling, to storage and distribution in food markets).

Reducing urban consumers’ demand for wildlife as food: Where alternative animal source food to wild meat is already available and dependence for wild meat for food and livelihoods is limited, the reduction of wild meat trade and consumption needs to be actively organised by discouraging the significant and growing demand for wild meat in urban areas. This requires implementing a combination of social marketing and increased access to alternative sources of proteins, especially in provincial towns where few alternatives to wild meat may be on offer. Attempts to reduce consumption of wildlife by raising awareness of the disease risks only had no impact on consumer attitudes and behaviours in Central Africa (Wilkie, 2006), given that the lifetime risk of contracting and dying from a disease spillover from wildlife is actually low. To identify the most promising approaches to changing behaviour,
consumer surveys should be conducted on the most salient non-price demand drivers of wild meat in urban areas. The outcomes of these surveys can be used to design and undertake education and awareness-raising campaigns to discourage the consumption of wild meat, as well as to identify preferred domestic animal-source food (ASF) to be promoted and supported.

**Reinforcing controls of wildlife trade in urban areas:** Permanent blanket bans on trade and consumption of all wild species may be unwarranted and could decrease acceptance of the overall measures. However, under critical circumstances, blanket bans on all species could still be considered a temporary and/or localised emergency measure where pathogen spillover risks are assessed as particularly high.

Where wildlife trade is legal, an effective balance between enforcement and regulatory approaches should be considered in order to:

- stop illegal wildlife trafficking;
- improve legal trade management, especially in “wet markets”;
- enforce selective bans on the sale of live or fresh wildlife, targeting species assessed as representing a higher risk of harbouring pathogens with zoonotic potential, such as bats, primates and rodents.

Any appraisal of the effects of withdrawing wild meat from food supply chains to mitigate both health risks and the risks of wildlife over-exploitation should be based on a robust understanding of the importance of wild meat in terms of its contribution to the food security, cultural value and the livelihoods of many Indigenous Peoples and local communities who depend on it and, more broadly, to national economies. The context in which zoonotic diseases thrive in a wet market can only be understood as part of a reasoned and unbiased examination of hunting, wild meat trade, its use and marketing practices throughout the world.

**Introducing and enforcing good hunting practices, hygiene and food safety measures in remote hunting communities and nearby provincial towns in a One Health approach:** The application of general principles of food hygiene, such as those described in international Codex texts, will reduce the likelihood that foods and actors involved along the wild meat supply chains become contaminated with any pathogen that might cause foodborne illnesses. This has proven efficient during past Ebola outbreaks to prevent both primary and secondary infections. The uptake of those practices requires a good buy-in of the priority for action by the different actors at all levels of wild meat value chains. Increasing hunters’ awareness of the risk of touching and consuming wildlife found dead has proven effective in northern Republic of the Congo (Doshi et al., 2018; Kelly et al., 2017; Kuisma et al., 2019; Munster et al., 2018). However, awareness, although considered necessary for risk communication, especially in a context of information deficit, is not sufficient to result in behaviour change (Alhaji, Yatswako and Oddoh, 2018a). The knowledge-to-practice gap is a major hurdle to overcome to enhance the adoption of food safety practices at all levels of the wild meat value chains. There is empirical evidence that providing education and training, motivating behaviour change and fostering enabling environments for change can lead to improved practices in live markets that reduce environmental pathogen loads and lower health risks, especially if programmes are tailored to target audiences (Dipeolu and Alonso, 2019; Jones et al., 2008; Roesel and Grace, 2014; Shi et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020). The adoption of good practices will also require strengthening the capacities (including facilities) of all actors to use appropriate personal hygiene, regular handwashing, respiratory etiquette, and environmental sanitation at all stages of food processing and preparation.

**Risk assessment:** Decision-making in relation to the application of the measures mentioned above should be based on a risk-based approach accounting for the likelihood of pathogen spillover outcomes and not just pathogen absence or presence. Such an approach to addressing wildlife trade and consumption, and associated food safety issues, often requires more data and agreement among stakeholders on how to deal with risks. However, it carries with it the advantage of limiting food loss and waste of products that are valuable to society and impacts on nutrition and economics that this waste entails (Barlow et al., 2015). In addition, despite the obstacles, live wildlife and wildlife products intended for food are not necessarily dangerous, or at least do not have to be. Roesel and Grace (2014) demonstrate and emphasise that hazards do not always translate into risks. In this context, it is imper-
ative that more efforts be invested in risk assessment along the wildlife value chains so that interventions can be targeted and prioritised at the points that contribute to the risks and are the most effective at reducing zoonotic risks.

Developing practical approaches to zoonotic risks assessment could be achieved by:

- spatially locating, characterising and mapping key interfaces for zoonotic pathogens spillover within a given area (e.g. areas with wildlife farming, wildlife trade, bat guano activities and cave mining);
- identifying socio-demographic patterns of the actors engaged in these activities, their reliance on income from them, and their trusted sources of information.

2.2.2. Supporting conservation and restoration of intact ecosystems

In order to decrease human-wildlife-livestock interfaces, there is an urgent need to decrease the fragmentation and degradation of natural ecosystems. The rate of net forest loss is estimated to have been 4.7 million ha per year in 2010–2020 (FAO, 2020b). Of the remaining global forest cover, 70 percent is within 1 km of the forest’s edge, subject to the degrading effects of fragmentation (Haddad et al., 2015).

Priority measures to slow the further degradation of habitats, especially forests, should include:

- halting new road opening of intact ecosystems with abundant wildlife;
- restoring fragmented landscapes that still host wildlife such as selectively logged areas;
- promoting land and natural resource tenure regimes that increase community stewardship to ensure a better buy-in of sustainable management measures by communities and their involvement in surveying degradations caused by external actors.

All of these priorities could be addressed in a comprehensive One Health approach to land use planning aimed at reconciling development objectives and mitigation of zoonotic disease risks according to the location of public services, demographic pressures and landscape features that can influence disease patterns and health risks. The geographic targeting of these measures with the objective of disease prevention needs to be explored, especially through modelling.

2.2.3. Research on wildlife pathogens and disease ecology

While several research projects like PREDICT\(^1\) and the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) programme\(^2\) have profiled wildlife-human-livestock interfaces, assessed associated risks and predicted geographic areas with increased spillover risk (Allen et al., 2017), many aspects of wildlife pathogens and disease ecology, including the mechanisms and dynamics involved in pathogen spillover and disease spread, still remain unknown or poorly known. Additional strong investment on research is thus required. To allow for more targeted and proportionate preparedness for, and response to, the next zoonotic disease epidemic, research should primarily focus on: developing practical tools and methods to identify high-risk areas, countries or regions, and to set up efficient surveillance systems; and increasing the knowledge and understanding of all elements determined to be drivers of disease emergence, including identifying countries with low capacity to detect and respond to outbreaks. In this respect, the following research areas are of particular interest to be supported:

- the characterisation of pathogen diversity, in order to develop accurate risk assessment models predicting pathogen transmission to exposed human hosts and animal hosts, and then to develop and implement the most appropriate surveillance, prevention and risk communication strategies;
- the study of the taxonomic and interface-level risk factors that lead to amplification, viral sharing, co-infection and subsequent recombination opportunities of pathogens;

\(^1\) [https://ohi.vetmed.ucdavis.edu/programs-projects/predict-project](https://ohi.vetmed.ucdavis.edu/programs-projects/predict-project)

the development of spatio-temporal risk models and scenarios based on epidemiological data, wildlife trade data and wildlife trade chain analyses to test local and national-scale interventions at different points along the wildlife trade value chain and other spillover interfaces.

2.2.4. Strengthening and diversifying local food systems and livelihoods

Decreasing wildlife populations and increasing zoonotic risks highlight the urgent need to support the diversification of the food and income sources of wildlife-dependent communities, in order to both reduce future zoonotic risks and build resilience. Except where hunting is a full-time occupation (Fa, Garcia Yuste and Castelo, 2000), wild meat tends to be the product of a system of farm/forest management that collectively offers high returns directly to the hunters from a range of activities (agriculture, timber and non-timber forest products gathering) (Mendelson, Cowlishaw and Rowcliffe, 2003; Ntiamoa-Baidu, 1998; Brown and Williams, 2003). Where wildlife is scarce, the enforcement of legal and regulatory frameworks relating to wildlife-based food systems to reach sustainable wildlife management may succeed only if wildlife-dependent communities are provided with sufficient, affordable and safe livestock animal source foods (ASF), and alternative sources of income.

In this context, investments should be targeted at developing local ASF systems. Indeed, dependence solely on imported ASF can put communities, especially in remote rural areas and small towns, at risk of increased malnutrition, food starvation and poverty when supply chains are disrupted. Access to affordable and diversified ASF produced locally remains an important nutritional and resilience need for rural and poor urban populations, since they provide a safety net for nutritionally vulnerable groups during times of hunger or crisis (Randolph et al., 2007; Gibson, 2011). Local ASF also represent important economic activities and sources of income for many, generating new employment and entrepreneurial opportunities for women and men.
Different small livestock products can be reared and provide viable alternative sources of ASF for household consumption and income, with low inputs and investments (e.g. bees, poultry, pigs, small ruminants). However, the following key challenges to developing local ASF systems may need to be overcome:

- enabling conditions (e.g. access to inputs, markets and veterinary care) for small-scale profitable breeding enterprises will be extremely variable between countries and sites;
- livestock breeding initiatives can create new types of zoonotic risks (involving livestock as intermediate species) when developed in close proximity to natural habitats;
- access to land and water can be a limiting factor to developing farms in some areas.

This option thus needs to be carefully planned and designed through feasibility studies and pilot projects with local communities, taking into consideration the different opportunities for men and women, and seen as a long-term process. This option may also involve key enabling conditions such as appropriate tenure regimes to ensure easy and secured access to land to initiate community-based, small-scale farming businesses.

Furthermore, introducing livestock into wildlife-dependent communities requires an assessment of the value of wild meat to local livelihoods. The assessment should consider absolute levels of food and income as well as other livelihood issues and the role of wild meat in risk mitigation strategies. In relative terms, the local wild meat trade can be highly inclusive because there are generally few barriers to entry, markets are dominated by the poor, and hunting equipment is generally simple and affordable. Gender equality in wildlife-dependent communities is also positive. Men typically hunt while women are in charge of processing and sales in urban markets and restaurants.

Raising awareness among national and local authorities will be key to ensuring successful implementation of the above-mentioned actions given the long-time frames involved. National development and investment plans should include the needs of these wildlife-dependent communities within national food security and poverty reduction strategies in order to safeguard future human and environmental health.

### 2.3 Local disease emergence and pandemic: Reduce risks of disease spread by improving epidemic preparedness

Actions to reduce human exposure to potential disease agents in wildlife will reduce the risk of the next zoonotic disease spillover to humans, but it will not completely stop future spillovers. If a spillover occurs that does not result in secondary transmission from human to human (e.g. rabies), then there is little or no risk of an epidemic or pandemic. But if the spillover disease is transmitted efficiently through secondary infection, from human to human, then only robust epidemic preparedness and the capacity to respond rapidly and effectively to a zoonotic disease outbreak will prevent or slow the spread of the disease. For example, the Republic of Korea has demonstrated, in the case of COVID-19, how epidemic preparedness and a speedy and robust response to an outbreak can dramatically reduce both the human and economic toll of an epidemic or pandemic (Tang et al., 2020).

Epidemic preparedness involves taking actions that prepare for, detect, report and respond to disease outbreaks. In the outbreak phase, systems need to be able to detect, assess and report the outbreak. Moreover, contact tracing, quarantine and isolation as well as risk communications, community engagement and behaviour change efforts should be implemented. Importantly, those infected should be cared for and treated.

In the spread phase, health agencies and countries need to publicly declare a disease outbreak and potential epidemic, as well as continue outbreak phase efforts, including physical distancing. At this stage, vaccines should also be developed, if vaccines do not exist.
Two particular aspects of the epidemic preparedness involve the wildlife sector:

**Surveillance and reporting (including development of wildlife surveillance systems to monitor circulating pathogens):** Early detection of a spillover event is still a key limitation in the ability to provide appropriate and timely response to emerging infectious disease threats. There are still significant gaps in the implementation and maintenance of effective surveillance mechanisms that support early threat identification. While behavioural interventions and policy changes are vital to address the root causes of the risk of spillover and emergence, effective frontline surveillance systems can work to both monitor the impact of interventions and guardrail in case measures have been ineffective or insufficient. Supporting the development of sustainable national wildlife disease surveillance programmes is, therefore, an essential ingredient in a country’s preparedness for, and response to, future zoonotic disease epidemics.

With respect to the particular case of wild bird-related zoonotic diseases in sub-Saharan Africa, it has been shown that gaps in epidemiological knowledge and within-country surveillance preclude definitive inferences about the geographical/spatial and temporal pattern of avian influenza virus infection (Khomenko et al., 2018). Better surveillance of waterfowl at the crossroads of migratory flyways to wintering areas would inform on epidemiological risk and provide early warning of specific highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) threats to poultry, and potentially human, health (Lycett et al., 2016).

**Building national and regional capacities in all aspects relevant to the effective implementation of a One Health approach:** To address issues at human-wildlife-livestock-ecosystem interface and risk factors for emerging/future pandemics through the One Health approach, technical representatives (e.g. from Ministries of Health and Agriculture/Veterinary Services, Forestry, Wildlife, Rural Development, Environment, Livestock and Trade) and relevant professions (e.g. ecologists, biologists, veterinarians and physicians) need to be trained in the approach and on research, risks assessment, surveillance and reporting. Cross-sectoral executive training is also needed at the national and regional levels to support regional integration where relevant.

### 2.4 Geographic targeting of interventions

Overseas Development Aid for epidemic preparedness and spillover risk reduction should be:

- a) targeted at the relatively small set of countries assessed as having a high risk of wildlife disease spillover and that rank lowest in the World Bank’s epidemic preparedness assessment (Madhav et al., 2017);
- b) provided at a monetary scale sufficient to put in place the public health infrastructure needed to rapidly and effectively respond to the next zoonotic disease outbreak (Madhav et al., 2017).

Without this targeted investment, there is a significant risk that the next zoonotic spillover, with secondary transmission from human-to-human, will become an epidemic or pandemic. The following criteria can be used to assess whether there is a high risk of a country experiencing a wildlife disease spillover:

- high levels of interactions between wildlife, livestock and people;
- many degraded or at-risk (deforested) ecosystems;
- dependency on wild meat as a protein-source food and live animal markets;
- limited control of wildlife trade.
3. Sustainable Wildlife Management Programme contribution

3.1 Regionally and nationally applicable models and tools

The Sustainable Wildlife Management (SWM) Programme aims to improve wildlife conservation and the food security of rural communities that rely on wild meat. This will be achieved by:

- improving how wildlife hunting is regulated;
- building governance and management capacities for sustainable subsistence hunting/fishing of Indigenous People and local communities;
- supporting the diversification and supply of local and safe animal-sourced foods;
- reducing demand for wild meat, particularly in towns and cities.

To this end, the SWM Programme is developing and testing tools and practices at eight field sites (SWM sites) in 13 different countries (Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Egypt, Gabon, Guyana, Madagascar, Mali, Papua New Guinea, Republic of the Congo, Senegal, Sudan, Zambia and Zimbabwe), encompassing a range of management settings and animal-based product value chains. The SWM Programme aims to develop innovative models for wildlife management and human development that can be replicated and upscaled elsewhere.

The SWM Programme objectives, hypotheses and social safeguards already consider various aspects that are relevant to address zoonotic risks associated with wildlife and wild meat.
3.1.1. A community rights-based approach and social safeguards

The SWM Programme has been designed and is implemented following a community-rights-based approach (CRBA) and other social safeguards. The CRBA puts people's rights at the centre of wildlife management, ensuring that a suitable balance can be found between conservation and the use of wildlife resources for food security and nutrition.

To achieve this objective, the CRBA emphasises the importance of public participation and consultation, and focuses on the rights of excluded, marginalised and most-at-risk individuals and groups. All of this is central to understanding the role of culture, power dynamics, and responsible governance to ensure that no one is left behind, especially in the development of intersectoral regulation. For example, the SWM Guyana project ensures that local, sustainable use of wildlife activities, which are initiated and led by local leaders on Indigenous-titled lands, are supported by institutions and regulations at the national level. The integration of these two levels is achieved through information sharing, capacity building, platforms and agreements that allow for the participation of people and communities in the development of policies and regulations.

The consideration of not only the strengthening of the technical/regulatory aspects, but also the process of technical/legislative review and implementation helps increase ownership and buy-in by those who will apply those regulations. Efforts to promote best practices along the wild meat value chains will thus have stronger and longer-term benefits. This will be of particular interest to ensure the uptake of better practices related to food safety or other aspects contributing to reduce the risks of disease spillover.

3.1.2. Wildlife value chains – from bush to bowl: Building management models and tools that integrate ecological, cultural, socio-economic and zoonotic risks

The SWM Programme aims to improve the understanding of the wild meat sector and raise awareness of the importance of this sector to the poor. By applying a value chain approach from the hunter to the consumer, or from “bush to bowl”, the SWM Programme could support the identification of food safety and disease spillover risks and formulate conditions for integrated wildlife management. Value chain analyses (VCAs) are used to analyse the technical, institutional and financial dimensions of the wild meat sector (hunting, transport, sale and consumption). The approach identifies the actors involved in the trade, the structure of the market and the distribution of benefits (and power), and pinpoints areas where disease spillover risks could occur. It will thus contribute to identifying food safety issues and zoonotic risks in order to better manage the slaughtering, processing and handling of wild meat. Pragmatic solutions are needed, given that testing all wild meat for pathogens is impossible and it is not possible to be 100 percent sure which animal viruses pose a real threat to humans. Accordingly, the SWM Programme focuses on:

- training hunters and other wild meat processors to minimise their exposure to diseases;
- promoting efficient ways to preserve (cook, smoke or dry) meat to render potential pathogens harmless;
- supporting regular health inspections along the value chain.

3.1.3. Behaviour changes

The SWM Programme emphasises the importance of reducing consumer demand for wildlife in urban areas where wildlife is not a dietary necessity. Social marketing campaigns are being designed to shift consumer demand away from wild meat to sustainably produced livestock and farmed fish. Targeted social marketing in Pointe-Noire, Republic of the Congo has been effective in shifting consumers away from eating wildlife while reinforcing consumers’ sense of what it means to be Congolese (J. Wright, pers. com.). The SWM Programme aims to learn from these experiences and develop locally appropriate campaigns at SWM sites in order to:

- reduce the amount of wild meat consumed in towns and cities, and in turn the potential exposure of urban dwellers to pathogens in wild meat;
define and promote practical solutions that can be replicated in other OACPS countries around the world;
raise awareness of these issues among policymakers, government staff and implementing agencies.

3.1.4. A local approach to strengthen food systems and food security

In most tropical forest areas, the only available local, animal-based food products come from the forest and rivers (i.e. wild meat and fish). Local livestock production is limited. In contrast, in most savannah areas, the production of livestock has evolved over time, and local food security incorporates both wild sources of animal food and livestock. With increased market access and political support, many of these regions are now flooded with cheap, industrially produced, imported animal-based food products that are of lower nutritional value (Amuna and Zotor, 2008).

Fragmentation has dramatically increased access to wild habitats, allowing hunters to supply distant markets with wildlife products, sometimes putting unsustainable pressure on wildlife populations, particularly where no food and income alternatives exist. In contrast, where there is access to international markets, pressure on wildlife has decreased or remained stable, but the transition from traditional food systems to industrialised food systems has caused and continues to cause severe impacts on people’s health (Bosu, 2015; de Jesus Silva et al. 2017; Piperata et al. 2011; Vorster, Kruger and Margetts, 2011).

The SWM Programme supports the diversification of animal-based food products, including the supply of locally produced sustainable livestock and farmed fish, and wild meat/fish coming from sustainable use designated areas. The balance between different sources of animal-based products differs between SWM sites depending on the social, economic and ecological context. For example, in Republic of the Congo and the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the SWM Programme aims to increase the supply of sustainably farmed and healthy livestock and farmed fish in large, expanding provincial towns in order to reduce the pressures on wildlife. In Gabon and Guyana, two countries with low human population densities, SWM supports the development of a legal, safe and sustainable wild meat trade as part of a diversified food system. In both scenarios, food safety aspects are considered to ensure compliance with safe and nutritious food standards.
3.2 Strengthening the legal and institutional framework

3.2.1. Effective advocacy on policy and legal frameworks

Supporting legal reform processes that are participatory and tailor-made for the country, and that respect its legal tradition, is complex. Ensuring effective implementation and enforcement of legislation poses even greater challenges, especially when the people and places are distant from centres of national or local government. However, the SWM Programme partnership (i.e. one inter-governmental organisation, two research centres and an NGO) is well structured to offer effective support to governments to strengthen legal and institutional frameworks. The SWM partnership is also well placed to provide constructive engagement and dialogue at different levels and in different forms with the national stakeholders (e.g. including government, civil society and academia). The government focal points in each SWM Programme country are an important entry point to raise awareness about this kind of support in different ministries and agencies.

3.2.2. Participatory and evidence-based learning to strengthen policy, legal and institutional frameworks

The SWM Programme has developed a variety of tools and methodologies to facilitate the assessment of existing legislation and the formulation of appropriate legislative responses. Five diagnostic tools, which are founded on a community rights-based approach, have been developed to:

- assess the structural consistency of the statutory law framework;
- assess the compliance with international conventions and guidelines;
- analyse the consistency across sectoral legislations and identify potential gaps;
- understand the relationship between statutory and customary law;
- assess the degree to which laws are implemented and enforced.

These SWM Programme tools help identify gaps and inconsistencies between sectoral legislation and the implementation of international treaties. They can also be used to identify disconnects between statutory law and customary law, and current practices that result in a weak implementation. The tools can be used to develop a comprehensive understanding of current legislation (and its strengths and weaknesses) as a basis for a review or revision of normative frameworks. In addition, the findings from the SWM field projects will provide needed data, knowledge and evidence to support these processes.

New tools and methodologies could be added to the set of tools to improve the review and revision of food security and human/animal health-related legislation, as part of the One Health approach to strengthen public health and help reduce future wildlife-borne spillover of disease to humans.

3.3 Knowledge management and information systems to guide decision-making

The SWM Programme is organised both geographically (SWM sites) and in thematic results (SWM results), as follows:

- Result 1 (R1): Legal and regulatory framework
- Result 2 (R2): Sustainable hunting and fishing
- Result 3 (R3): Alternative protein supply
- Result 4 (R4): Sustainable consumption
- Result 5 (R5): Monitoring, evaluation and learning
- Result 6 (R6): Knowledge management.

New information and knowledge are generated by the SWM site teams and by the SWM result teams. The result teams support the site teams with methodological recommendations and data management
tools. Information systems at the SWM sites are based on tools (e.g. KoBoToolbox) that enable simple and standardised data acquisition, automated processing and aggregation of indicators. Decision-making is underpinned by an adaptive management approach, theory of change models and associated indicators.

This SWM knowledge management system is well suited to design, generate and integrate pilot health surveillance data flows into national preparedness systems and cross-sectoral risk assessments, feed alert systems, and develop information services to guide decision-making. In this respect, working at both field and national levels at the interface of multiple sectors, the SWM Programme is well positioned to assess and address issues related to data access for timely decision-making, that are a major barrier to an efficient One Health implementation.

In this respect, the field methods and tools developed and tested by the SWM programme to assess wildlife-based food systems (hunting practices, commodity chain analyses, consumption behaviour, etc.) across contrasting socio-ecosystems provide a valuable source of information and knowledge needed by the stakeholders of the One Health sector. As part of the One Health integration process, a participatory epidemiological surveillance approach associating the local stakeholders involved in the wild meat sector will be designed and tested within SWM sites.

The issues addressed by the SWM programme are cross-cutting; hence, the intervention sites contribute to the strengthening of intersectoral dialogue and cooperation at both local (intervention sites) and national levels. At the local level, the programme facilitates stakeholder platforms involving decentralised state services of multiple sectors. At the national level, the programme provides support in various forms, for example in Gabon through support and participation in inter-ministerial thematic working groups (hunting, marketing and health) involving technicians and lawyers. Data collected in the field provide first-hand information to inform decision-making at both local and national levels.

3.4 Opportunities for extended contributions

The SWM Programme is well positioned to develop and support strategies at the human–wildlife interface to strengthen preparedness, prevention and response to future zoonotic disease outbreaks, provided additional funding can be made available.

3.4.1 One Health surveillance at SWM sites

A One Health surveillance approach combines:

a) the characterisation of the modalities and networks of contacts between wildlife, livestock and humans at different interfaces;

b) the assessment of interspecies transmission risk based on contacts and behaviours;

c) the establishment of user-centred surveillance and early warning systems for wildlife health events to be developed together with local and national stakeholders, including local communities and hunters;

d) the collection of samples and testing to identify the most frequent zoonoses that are locally present;

e) the integration of the field data into national preparedness systems and cross-sectoral risk assessments.

Significant work has been carried out during the past 20 years on participatory health surveillance (e.g. in the context of Ebola) as well as along animal value chains and markets (linked with high-impact animal diseases such as avian influenza and African swine fever) (Calba et al., 2016, 2015; Delabouglise et al., 2015; Goutard et al., 2015). Collaboration and the exchange of tools and strategies among disciplines and countries should be promoted. One key area of interest in the context of the SWM Programme for these cross-disciplinary exchanges includes the mapping and characterisation of wild animal or meat value chains to develop targeted risk reduction strategies (Baudon et al., 2017).
For over a decade, SWM partners in close collaboration with national authorities have helped build wildlife health surveillance and early disease detection systems to allow for timely response to outbreaks of Ebola and other emerging high-impact pathogens, including those with pandemic potential (MERS-CoV, avian influenza) (Funk et al., 2016). Traditional hunters are well aware of the health status of the animals they hunt and can therefore provide actionable intelligence on wildlife disease event occurrence to public and animal health agencies (Schulz et al., 2016). These approaches can be replicated and strengthened across all SWM sites.

Building on the multi-disciplinary monitoring teams set up during the 2006 avian influenza crisis, existing waterbird monitoring systems and mechanisms (e.g. International Waterbird Census coordinated by Wetlands International with support from the SWM Programme/RESSOURCE Project) could be used to develop and/or test procedures to monitor wild waterbird populations and avian zoonotic diseases (avian influenza). Routine virus surveillance in wild birds used as sentinels, particularly migratory waterfowl, could offer an efficient early warning system. In addition, waterbirds also play a role as bio-indicators for the health of wetlands (Green and Elmberg, 2013; Newman et al., 2007). Setting up or strengthening waterbird monitoring by local communities by promoting adapted tools and methods can also play an important role in addressing the environmental drivers of zoonotic risks. Finally, describing major waterbird markets and value-chains could contribute to identifying/mapping risk areas for spillover of bird-related zoonotic diseases; this would be particularly relevant in Mali (Inner Niger Delta) and Chad (Fitri Lake).

Setting up these wildlife health field surveillance and reporting systems will have an immediate positive and boosting effect on national epidemic preparedness. In addition, these systems offer opportunities to collect samples over a relatively long period of time and at different sites during this process to contribute to research on wildlife pathogens and risk assessment carried out by potential research partners.

### 3.4.2. Developing tools to predict zoonotic risk

In partnership with the University of Malaga (UMA), SWM partners will use biogeographic modelling to understand the occurrence of diseases affecting wildlife, livestock and humans. The first phase will focus on two specific SWM areas and diseases (Ebola-virus disease outbreaks in Gabon and West Nile fever in the Sahel). This work will provide models that could be adapted/extrapolated to other human-wildlife-livestock interface disease situations in other SWM sites and extended to other ACP countries in a second phase. These models will ultimately serve as a basis for predictive tools that can support decision-making in development planning, and policy and regulation reforms that address zoonotic disease prevention and mitigation (Mangiarotti et al., 2020, 2016, Paul et al., 2016; Tran and Roger, 2018).

### 3.4.3. Capacity building for One Health implementation

Information, training and capacity building for all stakeholders involved at the SWM sites to address priorities proposed above. The topics targeted would include:

- One Health and integrated health approaches;
- disease ecology;
- food safety and personal protection;
- wildlife health event investigation and reporting;
- risk assessment, management and mitigation;
- crisis management in a context of sustainable exploitation of wild animal populations/development of livestock production in vulnerable habitats in transformation.

**Addressing the capacity gaps of the One Health approach within the Ministries of Forestry and Wildlife:**

To date, from a global to a national level, the One Health approach is still largely dominated by the medical and veterinary professions with significantly less engagement and contribution by the natural resources management professionals working on biodiversity, including wildlife and ecosystems. One Health also focuses predominately on zoonotic disease surveillance, diagnosis and response, but does not address upstream work to prevent disease emergence. Finally, in-service, professional training programmes are
in place for Ministries of Health and Veterinary Services, but there is currently no in-service training programme for the Ministries of Wildlife, Forestry and Natural Resources Management to support One Health work related to prevention, surveillance and response.

In order for the One Health approach to truly move further upstream from early detection of spillover pathogens, and to be able to appropriately prevent the emergence of infectious diseases and pandemics, there is a need to invest in capacity development to foster biodiversity considerations in the One Health approach, notably by:

a) building the capacities of forestry, wildlife, and natural resource management government sectors to allow proper engagement in One Health programming and implementation, with emphasis on preventing the next pandemic. The natural resources managers at the national level need to be trained on how to play an essential and vital role in the One Health approach. To achieve this, and based on an assessment of knowledge gaps, a training programme could be developed to build the capacities of natural resources managers in One Health, focusing on actions addressing the main risk factor categories on which the forestry, wildlife and environment sectors should have a leading role:
   - Preventing anthropogenic encroachment of natural ecosystems via land use planning
   - Addressing climate change and water management
   - Preserving and restoring biodiversity, including wildlife, its habitats and more widely ecosystems
   - Improving management of wildlife farming & wildlife trade as food/pets/display animals.

b) developing and strengthening the capacities of traditional One Health stakeholders (e.g. public and animal health) on links with forestry, habitat degradation, climate change, biodiversity loss, including ecosystem loss, and disease emergence.

c) carrying out joint trainings with the actors of the forestry, wildlife and environment, animal health and human health sectors on how to address these areas together:
   - Facilitating sustainable, climate-smart, ecofriendly agricultural development
   - Contributing to food safety along wildlife value chains, especially informal trade & markets.

3.4.4. Assessing, renovating and expanding the One Health approach for improved institutional coordination

All the work carried out as part of the above priorities would be linked to in-country One Health platforms, zoonotic disease steering committees or other One Health mechanisms in place. The aim is to enable cross-sectoral collaboration, information sharing and the development of joint press releases, fact sheets and recommendations regarding the findings. Implementing an integrated, all-society approach to health is essential to foster early warning and build resilience. Decision-making mechanisms are complex and influenced by strong socio-economic drivers (Delabouglise et al., 2017). Challenges increase for inter-sectorial decision-making approaches. Early detection programmes for zoonotic or other high-impact diseases have the greatest impact when they bring about immediate and targeted action to prevent spillover and further disease spread and provide early warning for the pandemic potential of pathogens.

There is an urgent need to carefully assess the current One Health country programmes in order to: (i) highlight gaps in One Health programming; (ii) ensure that natural resource management and wildlife sectors are adequately represented in One Health programming, coordination and other mechanisms; and (iii) facilitate expansion of national One Health programmes to be inclusive of drivers of disease emergence and measures to prevent future disease emergence. This assessment through the “natural resource management lens” goes beyond the current One Health assessments, including the Joint External Evaluation supporting Global Health Security and the International Health Regulations, and requires an innovative One Health assessment that moves into the context of preparedness and prevention, rather than focusing on detection and response. Such a tool could be developed and tried out in SWM countries, then rolled out to other countries.
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